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Home Learning 

Many thanks for supporting our Trust photography 

competition—we had some great entries some of 

which are shared on page 2 of the Weekly up-

date. Please see the next challenge which is out-

lined below.  

Over the next few weeks, we will be focusing on 

transition work as part of our Home Learning pack-

age. More details will follow next week. In the 

meantime, we would like to thank you again for 

your support with the work your children are com-

pleting at home. Please encourage them to sub-

mit their work via the class email so that we can 

share some of the great things they are doing and 

of course give them feedback.  

Find us on Social Media: 

facebook.com/churchhillms 

twitter.com/churchhillms 

RSA Trust Photography Competition.  

Week 3 

This week's theme is 'Capture a Moment'. A photograph allows you to instantly capture a moment in 
time. Over the next two weeks, try to capture a poignant moment in time. 
 
This could involve: a celebration, a cooking mishap, a reflection of lockdown, what is going on outside 
your window, how you feel or a funny moment! 
 
Deadline—Monday 29th June—3 p.m. 
 
If you include a person, they will need to give permission for this, and if we want to publish it will require 
a form filling for their permission (or your parents if it is you). All you have to do is submit your photo-
graph to your class email. 

Parents are invited to submit 
their own entries – no prizes 
but we will publish some of 
them in DesignEd and use 
them as part of our lockdown 
exhibition. Please make it 
clear if a parental entry in the 
submission with your child’s 
entry. 

Warmer weather 

With the forecast for very warm weather this week, 

please can children ensure they bring plenty to drink and 

a bottle that can be refilled during the course of the day. 

We would like to remind children that the clothing they 

wear to school should be appropriate. As we are hoping 

to get outdoors as much as possible, pupils should also 

bring a hat and should apply sun cream before coming 

to school.  



  

 

RSA Photography Competition 
These were the photographs that were entered in Week 1 of the 

photography competition for the RSA Trust. 

Winners are:  

1st - Layla Turner 

2nd - Chloe Hennessey 

3rd - Victoria Onyszk 

By Miss Farrell 

By Chloe Hennessy 

By  Ruby Crawford 

By Layla Turner 

By Victoria Onyszk 

By Sam Bench 

By Layla Turner 



 

 

Whether you know exactly what job you want to do and how to get there, or whether you aren’t sure just yet,   

researching job roles will help you to expand your knowledge and help you understand the learning pathways, 

skills and qualifications which potential employers may be looking for from you for when you are entering their 

industry sector.   

1. Job research: My first challenge to you this week is to research and list at least 2 x job roles for each letter 

of the alphabet. 

2. Engineer skills: My second challenge is to try your hand at rope tying through the sea cadets website; click 

on the link and then scroll to the activity (There are lots you can try especially if you have ever 

thought of being an engineer). Share pictures/examples with me help@churchhill.worcs.sch.uk  

 Emotion and line  

In this exercise, we experiment with how line can express different emotions.  

Separate your page into 8 different boxes.  

Under each box, write these emotions: anger, depression, love, excitement, peace, worry, joy, guilty. Concentrate 

on one box at a time. Read the emotion and remember a time you felt that emotion. See the scene in your mind’s 

eye. See It as a silent movie. Allow yourself to feel that emotion. Once you feel it, allow it to 

come out of your      pencil and be an expression of the emotion.  

Rules –Do not draw pictures, objects or symbols –hearts/stars/shapes.  

There is no right or wrong answer as the feelings and the line are personal to you. Draw in all 

eight boxes the lines that express each feeling. After you have finished the drawings, go back 

and write down any words that come to mind when you look at each box. Write these words un-

der the box. Good luck! 

https://www.sea-cadets.org/be-an-engineer
mailto:help@churchhill.worcs.sch.uk


This week’s themes 

1. School staff 2. Morning routine 3. Travelling to school 4. Getting to know you 

Please complete the respective pages in your transition booklet as per the themes above; 

remember to ask your tutors for any advise and you should try to find as much information 

about your new school from their website. Your new schools will expect you to bring this  

      booklet with you when you arrive in September, so 

      make sure you are completing all of the activities. 

 

 Emotion and line  

In this exercise, we experiment with how line can express different emotions.  

Separate your page into 8 different boxes. Under each box, write these emotions: anger, depression, love, excite-

ment, peace, worry, joy, guilty. Concentrate on one box at a time. Read the emotion and remem-

ber a time you felt that emotion. See the scene in your mind’s eye. See It as a silent movie. Allow 

yourself to feel that emotion. Once you feel it, allow it to come out of your     pencil and be an 

expression of the emotion.  

Rules –Do not draw pictures, objects or symbols –hearts/stars/shapes.  

There is no right or wrong answer as the feelings and the line are personal to you. Draw in all 

eight boxes the lines that express each feeling. After you have finished the drawings, go back and write down any 

words that come to mind when you look at each box. Write these words under the box.   Good luck! 



World Beyond School Challenge: (Be an Engineer) 

Engineers play a vital role in all aspects of the modern world. They solve problems to make living in 

OUR world easier and more convenient. The way they solve those problems is to follow the engineer-

ing cycle: Idea, Design, Build, Test, Evaluate. Engineers will have lots of ideas, one of which will lead 

to a design, that will be built, tested, and then evaluated. STEM, and STEM skills are very important 

for engineers! Can you complete these tasks to learn the core skills that will start you on the path to 

becoming an engineer? 

Task 1: ROPE TYING 

Task 2: BALLISTA CHALLENGE 

Task 3: Take the KS2 STEM Quiz 

Answers (Do not peek at these before taking the quiz)    Send me any videos or photos of you trying 

the challenges. 

Mindfulness 

Both writing and reading poetry, 

through their expression of   

feelings and words have highly 

therapeutic effects on the 

mind.  

 

https://www.sea-cadets.org/userfiles/files/2019/MEO/Rope%20Tying%20Activity%202.pdf
https://www.sea-cadets.org/userfiles/files/Challenge%20Events/Cataput-ballista_modified%20(2)-compressed.pdf
https://www.sea-cadets.org/userfiles/files/2019/MEO/Junior%20STEM%20Quiz%201_jl.pdf
https://www.sea-cadets.org/userfiles/files/2019/MEO/Junior%20STEM%20Quiz_1%20answers_jl.pdf
mailto:help@churchhill.worcs.sch.uk


 
 

 

Book Review 1 —Please send your book reviews either to your teacher or directly to Mr.Daly 

 

World War II by Sue Graves 

This is an amazing factual book about tanks, dogfights (aerial battles), weapons and much 
more from WW2. If you enjoy history, you should definitely read this book. You may think 
some parts are sad but you will still get sucked into the book because it is so interesting. In 
my opinion, the best part of the book is the facts about the vehicles used in world war II, 
tanks being my favourite. I really enjoyed this book as I have a keen interest in history and 
when I read it I was so inspired that I couldn’t put it down. If you enjoy history too, I would 
highly recommend it.   

Reviewed by Adrian Clarke 

 

Book Review 2 

Our 'bubble' is currently reading "The boy at the back of the class". It is about a refugee 
child called Armet who is from Syria.  Four best friends go on a mission to help him.  We 
like it because it is something different, it gives us an idea of someone else's point of view 
and makes us appreciate that we live in a safe, war-free country. It also has great cliff 
hangers and funny moments. 

 

 

Imaginative Humanities—This 

is a 3D Puzzle of the world that Tyler 
Freeman (6HC) has done to help him 
with learning the capital cities of 
different countries, following the 
humanities work Mrs Jones set. 

  Lola Rastall 5MD—Has completed her maths 

challenge at home. She had to use her imagina-

tion to  find and calculate maths anywhere and 

everywhere. Well done! 

Luke Thomas—

Excellent French 

work. 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Mathematical Minds— email your answers to Miss Dyer 

 

Mathematical Brain Teasers—
Amber Evans—Year 5  
 
The children were asked to 
create their own maths puzzles 
for their teachers. Amber sent 
in some fab brain teasers! 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Epraise points for this week - 

If you send in your work you will be given 

Epraise points from your tutor. Here are this 

weeks winners. 

Top 10 students: 

1. Benjamin Sealey 

2. Alexander Taylor 

3. Vida Pearce 

4. Adrian Clarke 

5. Rosie Poole 

6. Esme Pearce 

7. Maddison Cooper 

8. Finley O’Neil 

9. Abigail Cox 

10. Daisy Newman 

 Top tutor Group this week: 

5MD 

 

Science Adaptations— 

Alicja Kosciole has made a 

wonderful job of her 

adaptations home learning 

task. She chose to research 

the Monarch Butterfly.  

Well done!  

Symmetrical or not?  



Church Hill Staff Word Search 

See if you are 

able to find 

some of us! 


